Prayer Requests
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Sympathy:

Sympathy:

Westover members Danny and Jackie Roach lost their niece Lauren
Hawthorne in a car accident last week. Lauren was 26 and newly married,
and her husband Trent is in very critical condition. Her parents are David and
Becky Roach of Lubbock and Broadway church. Please keep this family in
your prayers.
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Westover Members:

Westover Members:

Jay and Laurel Swinney recently had twin girls. They are premies
and are staying at Seton Main in the NICU.
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Sandy Burnam, battling stage four cancer.
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Ina Emerson, home from the Heart Hospital and is improving.
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Family & Friends:

Family & Friends:

Kay Taylor's friend, Renee Haws's son, Skylar (24 years old), is
battling cancer and unable to continue treatment. Please keep this family in
your prayers.
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Chuck & Judy Gentry's great niece, Malori Maddox, is rehabilitating
and regaining strength and mental functionality slowly in Dallas. She's set to
undergo two more surgeries Jan. 5th and 6th.
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Bill Mullican’s dad in Lubbock had a stroke and he has had some
unusual health results since. Continue prayers are appreciated.
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To submit a prayer request, you may check the box on the Welcome Card. Please continue to update
prayer concerns by emailing prayer@westover.org. Requests will remain on this list for two weeks from
the last update that we receive. An extended list may be found at westover.org. Updated: 12.06.15
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